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In Thursday’s Elections

General Visits1President on Recent Tour of Caniiiins

By BRUCE BROTZMAN
A close, "next-to.othe-lasVrun-off election drew to an abrupt
stop yesterday as 703 students cast ballots to record another tie in
three offices and elect others by Slirn Majorities.
Elected were:
Seniors:Student Council representative, Belmont Reid; a tie vote

Thrust and
Parry

1

developed for the office of senior
class preshient between Don La
Fin’e and Fred Michela. This raises-to three the number of tfes that
neeessitale a third run-off next
week. Seniors cast 169 votes.
* Juniors: Student! Council representative, Mike Barclyi; vice-president, Don Laclargue and Francis
MeMahon (runoff next week). One
hundred ninety-one juniors voted.
Sophomores: president,
John
Giacomazzi; vice-president, William ’Armee and Cliff Majersik

-(Ed Note: The following Thrust
and Parry wtis received from Glen
-Triny) Hartranft, San Jose State
college physical , education direct or, in answer to a ’Thrust and
Parry about the $1 tickets which
thellpsettinat
lo buy at the Cow Palace Tuesday Jacqueline Larsen. Sophomores
night.)
cast 179 tallies.
Freshmen: one year Student
Council representative: -Mary LouDear Thrust and -Parry:
Very seldom do I ever answer ise-Cern; one-half year, Joan Rogthe problems presented in your ers. Frosh ehalked up 164 ballots.
The junior justice position was
column.- However, the’ question of
the USF-Spartan game moving to taken by Bob Smith, who polled
the Cow Palace needs to be clear-- 371- tallies.
The date for the special election
ed up as far as the Athletic denext week, to clear up the three
partment is concerned.
Serious consideration was giv- ties, will be determined by the
en as to the pros and cons of Student Council at their meeting
moving. We iealized the disad- Tuesday.
All elected officials, with the
home
Major-General Edwin-P.-Parker, Provost Marshal General for the U.S. Army, toured the.SJSC campus vantage a moving from
Wednesday. Shown with President MacQuarrie in the latter’s office are, left to right, Col. James Heacourt. However, the coach and exception of the junior justice, are
to take office immediately, acc
SJsC PMPS&T, Pres. Macquarrle, Gen. Parker, Major Charlie Bare, General military aide,
have been . no public allowed if cording to’ Al Grass. Justice
onel E. V. Cadwele Provost Marshal, 6th Army.
photo by Stone
the game had been played here. Smith will sit for the first time on
There would have been a s’maller the eciqrt bench at the beginning
number of our own students in of spring quarter.
this .gym than went to-the-prev-1ious games in the Cow Palace.
We entered into a contract with! hi- paid $1.00 may present his stuThe Cow Palace ,after much dis- dent body card and the stub to
The Red Cross Membership cussion,’ which clearly stated that
Graduate Manager’s office and
ithe
Drsixe.. with a campus quota of students _ were to be admitted for receive a 50 cent refund.. _We are
By DICK WATRY_
.year’s fi
1700. $20 undies.
iie.Akelliseieueapaiisressse paeing X_Ilis out of tturitre-of the,
Visiting the San Jose State college campus Wednesday was a Aire, will begin Mboday and end held out for two days against the gare receipts.
Friday, Adele Thotripson, in charge Cow Palace administration to try . Because we played in the Cow
distinguished military visitor in the person of Maj. General Edwin’ of the campus delve, announced to get students aschnitted free bUt Palace and played Eastern teams
P. Parker, Provost Marshal General of the United States Army.
yesterday. had toconcede to their rules. The this season, we have a higher naTotal quota for the college, in- contract is on -file which clearly tional ranking than ever before.
General Parker arrived on the campus in mid -morning, and spent
cluding faculty members, is set at, states that all students and chil- -That has some value. However,
the day confeyting with collet:el,
$4500. Last’ year the total quota dren were to be admitted for 50 this program can be carried on in
rresidetit T. W. MacQiiiirrie and I
our own gym by covering guaranwas $6000.
cents.
Colonel James Ilea, professor of
Contributions and pledges can
This agreement has not been tees to Eastern teams through
military science and tactics on
be made to Miss Edith Graves in settled to our satisfaction and we student charge.
We could have
the campus.
the Business office. All donatieths are carrying it to a conclusion. played Bowling Green or West
General Parker received a reguand pledges should be in the Bus- USF students are unhappy and -so Virginia State in our gym, charglar commission in the U.S. army.
iness office by next Friday.
is the USF Athletic department. ed the students ’25 cents, saved
Three
debate
teams
from
San
in 1913 as an artillery officer.,
Among aceivitict of the Red The San Francisco papers are car- them atri ) and ono-half t
cost
Jose
State
c
Diming WW II he co
ross ifl
e an ose area is
rying on t tar at e. They are and come out better financially.
dena
today
competing
in
the
anfamous "Lightning", or 78th, Difree distribution of blood, which not pleased either. This depart(Signed) "Donkey Hartranft.
vision. With this division General nual California Institute of Tech- commercially costs $25 a pint. ment feels that it owes a duty to
S. ’Glenn Hartranft, head, physnology
Debate
tournament,
a
Parker made an enviable record in
They ,anticipate a distribution of the students. Therefore, any stuical Education department,
the European theater of opera- D ar t of the Western Speech asso- 8000 pints in 1950.
dent
holding
a
stub
proving
that
San Jose State college.
ciation
program of forensic activt ions.
ities. They return to San Jose
At the completion of hostilities,
Sunday.
the general became the Inspector
Leslie Groshong, Robert Whit General for the armed forces in
all, Sam Datri, John Mix, Jim
Europe, and was finally brought
Maynard and Willis Morris repreback to the United States and assent San Jose -State.
signed to his present duties as
Debate subject is, Resolved:
Provost Marshal General. This inThat the’ United States should nacludes heading the Military Police
tionali7e_the haste
Corps and the crItninaf investigat ural industries.
---tion-departnient.
Tennis will alternate taking
Before the general len for Ok- oftirmaitive and negative sides.
lahoma Wednesday. he declared he Teams tvith the fewest losses
was favorably impressed with the after five rotinds of debate will
Military Science department at move on to the sixth and suband especially gratified to
sequent-minds until:At- chalet pion Is. determined.
the ROTC progranr at the local
Iligh ranking ’teams at the Cal
-college.
ech tournament have a good
chance of being named to represent
District I at the West Point Ne-1
tional Invitational Debate tournament in April. Mr. Wither F. Luick, Forensic adviser said. Four,
teams are chosen.- from District
Spartan’ Revelries board and all I, which includes Nevada, Calimembers of the production cast fornia, Utah, and Arizona.
The West Point tourney is a nanow have a definite written constitution which ,clarifies and de: tional debate in which the 32 highlineates the respectite duties and est ranking teams in the nation
responsibilities of all persons con- participate.
nected with Revelries, following
approval by the Dean’s committee
or, procedure suggestions made by
the’ Revelries board and the ColDragging out last year’s bathlege Life committee yesterday.
ing suit and attempting to bum
Ray Lyon, board chairman, said a ride to China beach, the fore- Malting a careful cheek of trophies in the Men’s gym are, from center to right. Spartan Shields’ mem-4
George Clark. Dir ’’tor of Athletics Bill Hubbard stands by on the
that the need for this constitution caster predicts today to be fair hers Lad SpolYar, Hal Ely, and
.
.
.
Spartan Shields, a recent off-shoot of sophomores begun by Blue
assistance.
them
give
to
left
arose last year, when college offi- with little temperature change,
honor fraternity, have starte3 a campaign to get a list of all San Jose State
national
men’s
Key,
cials were inclined to drop Revel- but local fog in the morning. Tem- college trophies and awards for cataloguing and future polishing, and repair. . . . Less than two
ries altogether because of charges peratures ysterday ranged from a school quarters old, the "Shields" are relatively unknown on campus. Their stock should take quite
of neglect of duties as outlined in low of 40 to a high of 83.- Ski
a jump upward though, when they file their final report on the trophies for student approval,. .
were clear.
photo by Bob Stone
the ASB cOnstItution.

Military Science Dept.
Impresses Maj. General

Cross
Begins Drive

T tree Teams

Debate Today

’Shields’ Become Caretakers of School Trophies

Revelries Gets
Constitution

The Weather

I
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Belated Interest
The Spartan’ Daily has just recently noticed a stir of interest
among San Jose citOpry over the state legidature s handling of
funds for the expansion- of our-cotleger. Lest-Mond-al a- -leeelnewspaper ran banner headline stories about the inclusion of
$1,441,770 in the governor’s 1950-51 budget for construction of
music ard engineering buildings here.
We appreciate this belated interest, and hope it is indicative of a greater realization of the importance of the college as
an integral part of the community.
Wren funds frcrn the 1949-50 budget intended for erection
of the two buildings were -re-allocated ’, no ore outside the
campus seemed in the least ruffled by the news. This was in
spite Orthe TraZi frw rtwttets-1711-7,eA dt-10
in urgently needed expansior. We were interl,olv dkappointed at
the lack of local backing.
Now, a glimmer of hope stirs on campus that community
pressure will prevent Sacramento powers from denying long needed expansion of the college.
On:), an effect,ve liaison between the celege and local citizens can bring about this pressure. We hope that liaison is being
constructed.

THRUST
AND
PARRY
Editor’s Note: If the persons
who signed their ASB numbers
to a letter written by "Uncle- ,
sirabie Jones" %%III Identify
themselves to the Feature Editor of the Spartan Daily. we will
publish The letter. Names will
he it
Upon request.

cause of other similar "democratic" clauses, still in their constitution?
5. Does the local chapter of the
AAUP subscribe to the principles
of the national organization?
6. Is the local chapter really interested in protecting academic
freedom on the local campus, or
are they more interested in lectures on nature study?
Arne Saari, ASB 5880.

By DIXIE WISE
Three San Jose State college police students are learning to fence
in a women’s physical education course it was learned recently from
the Police school department.
Surrounded by masks, gloves, foils, white shorts and bare legs,
Joe Borques, Jim Olds, and Dave
Mitchell, all sophomore police nunjors, participate la the Tuesday
afternoon battles
and Thursda
along with the young lady fencers.
It is not required of police students that they take the course,

Mitchell explained, but it fills almost the same purpose as boxing
where footwork and agility are
concerned
__Ike said it helps in strengthening the gunnery artn,. itioulder" of the tip of the foil is comparmuscles, and grasp. The following able to following any small object
and is good practice, he said. "It
is one of the most strenuous activities I have ever seen," he added.
Dr. Hildegard Spreen, assistant
professor of physical education and
the fencing instructor, said in the
three seetiOns of fencing there
were several young men who
seemed "quite interested in the
Fencing, she said, was
sport."
.1 started upon the request of the
Drama department for their men
students. During the war, how
ever, it was discontinued, according to Dr. Spreen.

A Few Questions
Dear Thrust and Parry
and Dr. Heath.
Last Friday’s issue of the Spartan Daily carried an article to the
effect, "in the last meeting of the,
SJSC chapter the AP voted to
strike out from its constitution
the sentence, ’No ballot shall be
counted unless it is signed by a
siding member’. This made some
students on the campus resent the
chapter’s disregard for American
soting principles."

I.ast quarter, she said, the men
,,,had a meet with Santa Clara university, and this quarter a meet
has been set with the same schw!
, for the entire group.

Well. booms’ for our liberty loving old professors. What glorious
sacrifices they are called upon to
make in the name of appeasing
those over-zealous students who
resented the AAUP’s flagrant violation of basic democratic principles.

Dr. Spreen agrees with the police students that the sport is
strenuous and good practice for
poise and ,agility, "but it is lots
of tun. Once you are interested in.
it, it is wonderful." she stated.

This return to old-fashioned,
eminency leads to Male- speculation.

KEN’S PINE INN
Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner

1. If one section of their consti=
tution mow repealedi called for
signed ballots, what other phony
clauses are still in their constitution?
2. Was the signed ballot clause
inserted -tApep "mavericks" in
line?
3. Is the AAUP at present J’ePresenting a majority of SJSC professors?
4. If not, why not? Is it be-

Rules Stated for
Thrust and Parry
Following are rules for the use
of the Thrust and Parry column
of the Spartan Daily,
1. Letters should be signed with
the bona fide signarure of the
writer. (Name will he withheld
upon request.)
2. Letters should bear the ASB
card number of the writer.
3. Letters should not be o’er
200 words in length. The Spartan
Daily reserves the right to edit all
communications in excess of this
,
limit.

I.

JUST LEARNING the fine art
of fencing Is this class in begin
ning fencing under the tutelage
of Dr. Hildegrard Spreen, assistant professor of physical education, instructor for the course,
seen at the extreme right. Mess
students in the class are, left
to right, Jim Olds, Dave Mitchell, and Joe Borques. Women
in the picture are unidentified.
photo by Hildenbrandt

Right Exam,.
Wrong Book,
Blue Student
Richard Konstantine Lebedeff,
competent Spartan backstroker.
although earnest, is prone to be
quite forgetful. Lebedeff crammed half the night for a history
course, which, because it doesn’t
have much to do with swimming,
he findsc quite- hard. But having
studied ’full up" on the stuff, he
approached the essay test with
quiet confidonce.
He brought two blue books to
class. His first answer didn’t sound
right, so he started over in the
second book. Answering every
question with facts, he felt elated
as he turned in his test booklet

Four

hours later, while prepar-

After-Game Dance

POLICE MAJOR Dave Mitchell
I. shown here defending himself
-Against the experienced fencingskill of Margaret Nakanuira.
The two San Jose State college
students are members of Dr.
Hildegard Spreen’s fencing class.
--photo by illidenbrantit

Anafter-game dance, sponsored
by the senior class, will be held in
the Student Union following Saturday night’s basketball game, according to Fred Michels, publicity
chairman.
Helen rladison, an 18-year-old,
Co-chairmen for the dance are six foot blonde, held all of the
Welsh.
Pat
and
Ketchum
Carl
important free style swim records
Music will be from records, and in 1932.
admission will be by ASB card
only.
ing for practice, he picked up a
bluebook that had fallen from his
binder. It had all the answers, in
his handwriting, to the questions
asked during the morning’s test.

DIERKS

Will help you enjoy your

meal

COME IN TODAY
255 S. 2nd

, Yes! We Mean It! ...
A SPECIAL CASH DISCOUNT TO ALL SAN
JOSE STATE STUDENTS! The shop owned and
operated by an exSpartan offers you this saving.
It’s god on Body and Fender Work, Custom Built
Sport Tops and on Custom Built Seat Covers of a
wide variety. Get your car looking right for the
Spring and Summer activities. Drop in today and
talk to "Bill."

Join the
Donut Dunkers at
371 West San Carlos

PROMPT SERVICE
and
FINE FOODS

CUSTOM AUTO BODY SHOP

I I S. SAN PEDRO

CV 2-0950

gm..

’Tonight 8:30’ Offers Women’s Gym Natural Science Department
ConstructionComedy, usic, Drama Is on Schedule Obtains SF Fish Collection
By DIXIE WISE
By JIM CAPUTO
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- Construction of the new WoCancerous fish, as part of a study by San Jose State college bi- ,
"Family Album, a Victorian comedy vtith music, will be the first mens gym Is’ 60 per cent complete
be
should
finished
and
on
schedule
ology
students, have been obtained by the college Natural Science deof three one-act plays that first nighters will see when the curtain
by April 25, George Otto, state
goes up on Noel Coward’s "Tonight At 8:30,", playing an ei9ht-day construction . supergisor.--said- yes- partment end_are on display on the second floor of the Science building.
.-Mr--Frank Gale, instructor-ofrun in the Little Theater. "Still Life" and "Red Peppers" are the Other terday.
genetics class obtitined the
the
two plays which will be seen
-4&The . walls of-the &ace ,isysne on
fish from the Haight aquarium
; 4
t
_
March 9-17 with the exception of
/10-;001.
- ’
in San Francisco. The cancerous
being* Poti ref( .4. today,’ and- retnahaSunday, March 12.
hybrid offspring were developed

irtexacii4

Patrons Ge 49*’
Applicattons

Chem Student

ing work InclUdesiscitifitigthe- -ToGive-Talk
Director is Mr. John R. Kerr. -throtigh experiments by Dr. My.
walls of the offices and swimming
Don Pearlman and John Bueghron Gordon, eminent geneticist
William
H.
,Shipman,
senior
pool.
In
pouring
the
cement,
each
ner of "John Loves Mary" fame
now’ working in New York, Mr. ’
wall Must be kept at approxi- chemistry major at S a n Jose
play the lead roles of Jasper
Two’ apdlications’ for the $50 mately the same levei to equalize State college, will speak before Gale said, Dr. Gordon’s work is
Featherway and his wife, Jane.
contributing to research concernThe story of "Family Album" scholarship for freshmen; one for the pressure .on the foundations. a regular meeting of the college ing cancer in hdman beings, Mr.
have
woman,
affiliates
of
a
the
a
for
man
and
one
American
Chemi
takes place in 1860, the era of
Otto said that plumbing instalgale said.
,
hoops and wasp-waist corsets. been received. by the San Jose lations is 80 per cent"roughed in" cal society today at 2:30 o’clock,
Mr. Gale said that Dr. Gordon
Featherway children’ have just State college Patrons’ association. while the electricians are 60 per acording to Dr. Benjamin Naylor,
has determined what percentage
returned from their father’s fu- The financial assistance is being cent finished.. Filter and heating faculty, adviser of the group.
Meeting in Room S216, the and amount of cancer will be
neral., The only unmarried ,one is offered for freshmen doing cred- equipment for the pool Will ’be
group will hear about chrome- produced each time the SwordLavinia, played by Betsy Smith. itable work and who have shown put in next week.
help.’
finan’cial
for
need
a
real
tography, the science of selective tall and Platy fish are crossed.
Dear old Burrows, played by Stan
.Following completion,, of outside
Due to the few applications, the construction, workers from var- absorption of chemicals on various The cancer of the hybrid Is
Schwimmer, is the aged family
substances such as silica gel, char- similar to that of one tyge_AL.-servant who serves wine and looks deadline for applying for these ious- crafts will be called in
to
fondly on the children. Oddly scholarships has been extended to put the finishing touches.. on tilt coal, and aluminum oxide. Ship- ’manner in human’ beings’ Mr*
though, Burrow’s hearing is ex- March 10. Written applications building These-Thclude lnstalling man will tbow deinonstrations of Gale stated. The black area of
the absorptfbn process, he said. the Platy fish seems to be in ceptionally keen at times. 1’ ---ctm-he submitted to Dean of Nen tile in the shower and
dressing
tensified In the offspring and
Try as they may, the mem- Paul M. Pitman. or Dean of rooms, attaching plumbing fixWhen
interviewed,
Shipman
contains the cancer.
Dinunick.
Helen
Miss
Women
bers of the family cannot pull
said that the knowledge of chrotures and painting.
The cancer in the specimens
long faces or feign regret at
matography
A $25 cash prize is also being
is
a
valuable
tool
in
Workers from 29 crafts will
the death of their father. The offered by the association to any
separating chemical compounds, on display can be seen as black
last one to break with laughter, freshman student for creative have participated in the build- parts of mixtures and other cotre: lumps on the fish’s tails.
after sips of the family wine, is work in any field. Candidates for ing’s construction by the time it binat ions.
Mr. Gale cited one (Inexplainpious Lavinia, father’s only this prize can apply to Miss Dim- is completed.
Dr. Naylor said the senior chem able observation concerning the
companion until his death. The mick, Dean Pitman, or to Lowell
major also will speak in April at crossing of a hybrid back with a
reason for the levity in the C. Pratt, director of public rethe affiliates conference at Col- healthy Swordtail. Cancerous fish
face of bereavement is the fact lations and chairman of the Palege of Pacific. He will speak and produced are only intensified he
that old Papa Featherway was trons’ association awards comdemonstrate the application of said. Geneticists seem to have no
through-and-through lecherous mittee.
the microscope to chemical prob- answer to this, Mr. Gale explained.
and mean.
Mr. Gale gave full credit of the
The scholarships and $25 prize
lems. Di. Naylor said Shipman
After more family wine and will be awarded at the March 23
is an outstanding student having adequacy of the display in giving
revelry,
Lavinia reveals
that meeting of the Patron’s associane much Work in connection With a full explanation of the crossshe and Burrows had burned a tion.
further microscopic study irr chem- breeding to Miss Barbara Wright,
Examinations
for
Foreign
Serwill, seven and half minutes after
State student in charge of all
istry.
vice with the Stale department
Papa Featherway died.
science department display cases.
will
be
given
Sept.
5,
through
inSince there is a second will
- The display indicates f 1 v e
Sept.
8,
1950,
it
was
announced
volved, the question the play ansvariations developed from the
yesterday by the Placement office,
wers is whether the family or
-Swordtail and Platy fish. AcAge requirements are 21-31.
various females receive the old
cording to the guide lines, when
Job opportunities for San Jose Salary ranges from $3630 to
man’s money.
Miss Guinevere Wright, OTR, di- the Wild Swordtail is *crossed
Tabbed a comedy with music, State college engineering students $4730.
rector of occupational therapy at with a Tuxedo platy, a cancer"Family Album" has nine songs continue to pour in from local inThe circular will be placed on Stanford Convalescent home,
will ous hybrid results. When a Red
dustries,
according
to*Dr.
Ralph
sung by various, members of the
the bulletin board outside of the address members of the
Swordtail is cross-bred with is
Occupadepartment
engineering
cast. Miss Buechner, Pearlman, Smith,
Placement office.
tional Therapy club Thursday, Tuxedo platy, a cancerous hyand Gwenn Dam, who plays Em_ head. "This interest in State en.Women with general element- March 2, in B74 at 7:30 p.m., ac- brid will be produced, according
fly Valance, ’ each sing a solo. gineering students, especially by ary
teaching
credentials
are cording to Miss Lou Ann Keck, to the display.
industry,
local
is
extremely
enThey also dance. Mrs. Virginia
needed
in Los Guilucos School for meeting chairman.
Mr.. Gale said the fish have
Jennings is directing dente se- couraging." he said.,
Girls, near Santa Rosa, the State
UPpeF and lower division majors been invaluable in the biology
quences.
Today’s lob oportunifies for en- Personnej board announced.
This are requested to attend.
class’s study of genetics.
Supparting players are Jim gineers:
classification is-aliciAised
The display will continue about
Clark as Richard Featherway,
,Miss
Wright
organized
the
ocA local steel fabricating corn- tura School for Girls.
cupational therapy program at another week, he said.
Ed Hayden as Charles Winter, pany needs a part time man now,
Applications must be in by the home upon her arrival in 1945.
Barbara Kelley as Harriet, his to work in a full time job after
wife, and John Allegretti is Ed- graduation. Engineers applying April 8. Check with thb Place- The home is for children up 12
ment office’ for complete informa- years of age. Today Miss Wright
ward Valance.
will be required to read a-rchitec- -tion.
..
Costumes, designed by costume tural drawings, take off materials,
haa.60 to 70 patients under her
’
care. She is assisted by student
manager Coralie Hill, are being and draw up structural steel deAn opening in the Elementary, trainees from San Jose State colmade by costume construct ion tails.
Kindergarten, and Primary sub- lege.
classes under the supervision of
A local concern needs a Part ject field in the Los Angeles city
Miss Berneice Prisk and Mr. Chez
Miss Wright will speak on "Practime (20 hours per week), tem- school district has been anFeaturing
Haehl. Dress will be predomiporary (6 weeks) employee, to nounced. The opening is limited tical Case’Studies of Occupational
stately black, lightened with frills
Prices
perform engineering calculations to candidates with elementary Therapy."
and laces of the Victorian period.
under supervision.
and
kindergarten
credentials.
Patented
The setting of an 18th century
Engineers interested in securLast date to file an application i
drawing room has been designed
Styles
by J. Wendell Johnson and is ing either of these positions, are for the examination given March
Mr.
0.
A.
Israel.
Members
urged
to
contact
Of
the
San
Jose
State
March
29,
is
13.
being constructed under the supervision of Jim Lioi and Doug son, assistant professor of’ en,
Check with the Placement of- college Entomology club will be
Morrisson. Joe Guzetti is stage gineering, in Room S210.
lice for complete information.
chasing butterflies tomorow morn_
_ _
manager.
ing when they take one of their
Tickets for Noel Ctivard’s eveElementary and primary candiregular
field trips to Stevens Creek
ning of comedy, music and drama
dates who are interested in teach-Dann Linefler ss’a Pleeted_ presi. ing in
either--city-dam-ic-ooPtiotk-to---Vie-Stomblert
In "Tonight At 8.30" will go jn
sale Thursday,_ March 2 in Room dent of the new frosh "Y" group., Or .,Cotint4. schools, are asked 104 publicity manager for the-chib,
57; Speech office. Stu-&nt admis- which meets every Wednesday at contact the Placement office..
Stombler says the group wilr
sion is 60 cents: general admis- 7:30 p.m. in the lounge of the
from the Fourth street onleave
street.
Seventh
"Y"
on
student
Ari opening for a Laboratory
slop is 90 cents.
One Price
Daryl Creighton was elected -Electronic Mechanic has been an- trance of the Natural Science
vice-president; Carol Larson, sec- nouneed by the US. Civil Service- buildine at 8 a.m.
Trefary-freasurer; an& Ann Lancommission. There wilt be no
caster, publicity chairman.
writien_examination-,--htttapish-6
Wes that are Different
Frorn-1-93T-111r5uW’293’5;-13111-The freshman group intends- to
cants must qualify by having ap- Tilden wan 340- tennis matches
36 SOUTH FIRST ST.
Of f ic ia 1 regWrat ion examina- hear speakers on any subject that
becomes
interested
up
the
gr
in.
-propriate
experience of education while losing only 147.
tions for the American Occupational Therapy association are All freshmen are urged .to attend. requirements. Salary is $2450 to
being given today in B72, accordLast Wednesday, Don Schaeffer, $5400.
ing to Miss Mary Booth, asaistant
president, spoke to the group
Applications must be sent to
A
professor of occupational therapySB
U.
S. Civil Service commission,
on
student
government.
at San Jose State college.
Washington 25, D. C.
Twelve girls, who have comSpartan Daily
pleted sucessfully their required
STUDIO CLUB
STATE COLLEGE
SAN
JOSE
year of clinical training, are takEntered as second class maths. April 24, 1134,
ing a four-hour comprehensive st Sae Jose, California, under the act of
examination. The test consists of March 3, UM
Special Prices for Group Orders
general occupational therapy; anFull leased wire service of United Press.
FREE DELIVERY-1atomy, physiology, and other basic Press of the Globe Printing Company, 1445 5.
Mite CL 8-4293
Phone CV 4-7534
sciences. Miss Booth, acting proc- First St., San Jose, California. Member, Cab
A free painting to ;he winner.
torah Newspaper Publisher’s Alsociation.
402 S. FIRST ST. .
tor said.
Upon passing this examination,
the students will become regisSTUDENTS . . . CHECK THIS!
tered occupational therapists.
Do you like a nice, tangy breakfast?
Miss Booth siated that sin&
Lunch - from .95
Our HOT -CROSS BUNS ARE TOPS . . . Heated . . . with butter and
the department was established
Dinner - from 2.00
coiiee, or, just grab one if you ,nrr, in a hurry for dates.
58 students have taken the exam.
Only three have failed. This is far
better than the over-all national
CV 4-3717
Opposite
221 S. 2nd
average of 10 per cent failures.’

Placement
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Local Companies
Need Engineers

Therapy II,i
Director
Lectures to OTs

PRICES
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Butterfly Chase

Es ect Officers

--$9.95

Therapists Take Comprehengive EX
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Voor ItiOartiPti
SlLnIanath=jio,2
RICHARD WATRY
Exchange Editor
According -to one who should
know, the written English language, is out -dated and burdened
by "the terrible baggage of the
Middle Ages." The critic speaking is Dr. Joseph E. A. Alexis,
chairman of the Modern Languages department of the University of Nebraska.
The professor believes President
Truman should appoint a commission to bring about some type of
santy into written English, adjusting its "Chaucer-like" spelling to
the reality of present day proAlexis reminds us
nunciation.
that Teddy Roosevelt, when occupying the White lictuse, worked
for such an English language
academy, and Andrew Carnegie
also attempted to bring one into
being. Dr. Alexis maintains that
this could be accomplished now
because people are "ripe for a
change."
’ Foreigners Keep Pace
kfter all, Alexis continues, if
the’: German, Swedish, Spanish,
Russian and French peoples maintain academies tor did before the
war) to keep their written languages in step with the spoken
word, why can’t
the .United
States? American children could
go through school in two less
years "if they didn’t have to learn
to spell the wrong way. Or," continues Alexis, "have time for other

For Quality Foods
at

Reasonable Prices
Visit

Dallas Colony
195 S First Street

subjects now neglected--y-partigi ularly foreign languages."
More time could be devoteh,, by
teachers, to training rrilndsand
encouraging ideas if they were not
forced to correct the mistakes of
students who cannot remember the
inconsistencies of our spelling, according to Dr. Alexis. To me this whole idea seems to
be a good one. There is little
doubt that the English language
could stand a goodly -amount of
revamping and redecorating.
Academy in Belgium
I have a Belgique friend who
wrote some time ago that such an
academy was in operation in Brussels. knd I believe one has also
been reinstated in France. This
Belgian friend staied-if- was his
belief that if English were written
as it is spoken more foreign
schools would be inclined to offer
it to their students. .
There are other reasons why it
would be a good idea.
For
example, immigrants would find it
immeasurably easier to learn,
since it would become one of the
simplest languages in the world,
It is now one of the most complex.
Businessmen also would be gainers. Think of all the letters that
must be retyped because of misspellings.
It’s definitely a good idea but
’will probably not go much beyond
the talking stage. People seem to
be too concerned with A-Bombs,
H-Bombs, and welfare states.

English Prof
Asserts Facts
Must be First
NORTHWESTERN
UN I V.-Facts, not personal associations,
:are important in college, Bergen
I.: ans, professor of English, said
,irently at a luncheon meeting
participants in the Northwest in Reviewing Stand student de The discussion on "What Is Imin College?" is to be held
;ii Cahn auditorium uncler the
I uspices of the Women’s Self( ;overnment association.
Evans said that except for facts
student gets little of importance
Horn college. Students participate
n
activities only for activity
,,oints, not because of real intert, he said.
"Any student coming to hear me
lust to get activity points may
f,t his points and leave," Evans
-aid.
James McLeod, university chaplain, another participant in the debate, said the student and his
associations are important. Caryl
Waller, editor of Syllabus, agreed.
William McGovern, professor- of
political science, and Leo Baker,
cheer leader and president of Beta
Theta Pi fraternity, who also will
take part in the discussion, dcdined comment.

V

Peppe. -Mine Club
Stanford Laboralcit
Is Formed by LA.
ProducesKidneyCancer BuSiness -Group

PEPPERDWE C saL L E G E

STANFORD UN1V.The discovery of a new method of produc- Porma t lob of the Pepperdine
club, a group of downing kidney cancer artificially in the laboratory was announced recently Collegebusiness
town
men interested in
by a team of Stanford scientists.
promoting school activities, was
Writing in the February issue of the Journal.of Cancer Research, annoupeet t,his week. by, alumnus
Hahn, California State asDr. Hadley Kirkmiiiid &At Li- Bacon, both members of Stanford’s Gordon
semblyman from the 66th District

anatomy department lac:luny, repay:24 , that adixdpipt,raUon, ’of a
synthetic female sex hormone to
male hamsters consistently resulted in development of kidney
tumors which .ultimately became
malignant.
The hormone, diethylstilbestrol,
is administered in large doses
over a period of approximately
half the life-time of the guineapig-like little animals which have
proved so useful in medical research.
Curiously enough, the scienfists pointed out, the hormone
does not produce malignant
tumors in other types of laboratory ,animals and in fact is
"eel -"ec"fullY "
weaP"
against cancer of the prostate
in human beings.
But the quirk of nature that
apparently produces the kidney
cancers in male hamsters only,’
opens up a new path for expertmental study of kidney cancer
under controlled conditions. The
Stanford experiment is believed
to be the first in which a kidney
tumor has been produced by the
use of sex hormones.
The research, financed to a
large extent by the American
Cancer society and the National
Cancer institute of the .0 S. Public Health service, is continuing
to determine, among other things,
the exact origin and Composition
of the tumor cells.
The two anatomists hope that
a preciSe AM/5’MR -or- the comp();
sition of the malignant tumors
may prove them to be kidney
embryomas, or Wilms tumors, a
deadly k idney disease which
claims the lives -of many children.
Should this prove to be the
case-- and there is only slight scientific evidence as yet to support
the hopethe oportunity would
then exist to attack the kidney
disease in the laboratory.

Leather Craft Shop
Complete line of
Craft Tools
and Leather
WALLETS
HANDBAGS
BELTS
LET US HELP
YOU GET STARTED

el

17,0

CHURCH

DIRECTORY

80 S. Fifth Street

11:00 a.m.

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

Gettysburg Was Never Like This
*

*

*

*

*

Rev. Clarence R. Sends, Pastor
Merle Roark, Pastor’s Assi4tant
Second 8, San Antonio Streets

*

Ides of March Ready
oMakeAnnualDescent

TIMES OF WORSHIP
Sunday, 11:00 a.m., 7:30 p.m.
9:30 a.m. High Collegiate
Dept. of Church School
Wed., 7:10 pm,. Prayer Meetin

vanishing dollars we take increased devotion to’ else few remaining that we here highly’ resolve that next year will not
find us In the higher income
bracket.
That this taxpayer, underpaid,shall figure out more deductions
and that taxation, of the people,
by the Congress, (or the Government, shall not cause our solvency
to perish."

College Age Group: "Senior B. Y."
6:16 -Sunday evenings. The group
has wide awake meetings each Sunday night. Outside speakers are
brought in from time to time. A variety of social activities is scheduled
throughout the school year. One Sunday a month the group goes to the
Odd Fellows Horne to hold services.
The group also sponsors other activities as the need arises.

.e.00000000r.e.f.f.f..el./300000-.,-

Introductory
Offer

JESUS: GOD, MAN ,OR MYTH?

at
UNITARIAN CHURCH

Morning Scrvice

7:00 p.m. Christian Youth
Fellowship

Campus Scene

- SAN DIEGO STAT E. -"One
score and sixteen years ago our
fathers broughr’forth upon this
nation a new ’tax, conceived in
desperation and dedication to the
proposition that all men are fair
game.
Card Stays Filed
Now we are engaged in a
73 E. SAN FERNANDO_
Leominster, Mass. (UP)A li- great mass calculation testing
brary card, found at the Leomin- whether that taxpayer, or any
CYpress 3-6624
ster Public Library, is believed to other taxpayer, so confused and
have been issued about 1890.
so IMpoverished, can long endue. We are met on Form 1040.
We have come to dedicate a
hate portion of our Income to a
final resting place with those
A SCHOLARLY VIEW of the world’s most argued question ofmen who louse spent their lives
so that they may spend our
fered to intelligent people who come to Church to think
money.
and not to sleep.
It is altogether anguish and
torture that we should do this.
UP TO DATE RELIGION in sympathy with natural science, dyRut, In the legal sense, we cannot
namic psychology and democratic society has an interpreevade,
cannot cheat, we cannot
tation of the Christian tradition attractive to the open and
underestimate this tax. The c1lectors, clever and sly, who comactive mind.
puted
have gone far beyond
our power to add and subtract.
DOES IT MATTER what you answer to this question? Come and
compare your answer with ours this Sunday at 11:00 a.m.
Our creditors will little note nor
long remember what we pay here.
It is for us, the taxpayers, rather
to be devoted here to the tax return which the government has
thus far so nobly spent.
San
Jose,
California
160 North Third Street
It is rather for us to be dediNethniI Laurit, Minister
cated to the great task remaining before us, that from these

Made to Order

NU Representation
Problem Baffles

the italion a

!ortant

a

and public relations director for
the new organization.
Luncheon Meeting is Held
Several months ago, according
to Hahn, a group of college alumni headed by Ken Davidson decidel to promote a luncheon meeting
of alumni and .ends of Peppery
dine wpo work in the downtown
area.
U N I V.
NORTHWESTERN
Initial response to the idea was
Professors of Northwestern’s Political Science department were so good a group of 25 met in the
baffled for a solution Us Student Jonathan Club in December and
Governing board representation. , appointed committees to work out
I a constitution, compile a list of eliKenneth Colegrove, processor of gible members, and decide on a
political science, said he was not name.
well -enough acquainted with the
Purpose of the *club will be to
proposal to comment upon it, but promote worthy activities at the
he conceded that campus politics college 1,n. addition * scholarship
"can be a ticklish business."
program will be set up when funds
available to allow for help to
are
"Give us a grant of B35,000
who may need financial
and flve years to study the I students
problem," said RoUin Posey, assistance.
chairman of the Political Science department, "and we’ll
come up. with a good solution
to it."
Roland Young, associate professor of political science, said that
the problem of representation is a
difficult one in any political sysTRINITY EPISCOPAL CHURCH
tern. It must be decided whether
Second and Sf. John Streets
various campus groups are overSunday, e:00 amHoly Communion
9:30 .m.Church School
represented or under-represented.
II:00 .m.Morning Prayer and Sermon
"1 doubt that the new sys7:30 p.m Canterbury Club
tem would be much of an imRev. Hovtad B. Scholten
Chaplain to Episcopal Students
provement," said Louis WeinPhone CYpress 3-7153
berg, political science instrucprobably
be
tor. "There would
as much pressure exerted by
GRACE LUTHERAN CHURCH
the same groups as there- is(United tutheran Church in America)
under the present plan.
Rev. Clarence F. Crouser, AB: ’23
59 E. Julien St.
Under the new proposal, representation would be on the basis of
Sunday, 9:45 a.m.Church School
class, each group sending five perII a.m.Morning Service by pastor.
7 p.m.Luther League.
sons to the board.
Twins Again
Rochester, N.H. (UP) For the
second line in 28 months, Mrs.
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURPH
Harold Lemke has iilven birth to
; boy and a girl.

FOR ONE WEEK ONLY

\

Our Gift to You
with this AD
ONE 9-lb load washed
and fluff dried.

00

New modern facilities.
No waiting.
No handling wept for loading.

Willow Glen

LAUNDERETTE
874 WILLOW STREET
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SGO ’To Go Nationfil’t
Oldest On-Campus
Frat to Affiliate Blue Bookings
With ‘Pi Kappa
TON1GH7
Mr Theta’ i

Sigma Gamma Omega. first
an-eampus fraternity_ at Saw
Jose, State trallege;-vrili become
- Delta Pi chapter olf Pt.. Kappa
_ AJp_ha on March‘ 4. SGO thus
becomes the seventh local social
fraternity to affiliate with a
national organization.
Installation teams from Pi Kappa Alpha chapters at University
of California; University of southern California, and’ San Diego
State college will initiate SGO
members individually at the chapter house at S. Eighth and Reed
on Friday, March 3, during the
afternoon and evening.
On Saturday, March 4, a banquet celebrating the installation
of Delta Pi chapter at San Jose
State college, the 82nd anniverI___-_---sar.v....aLthe..,Laufaling.of--Pl -Kappa
Alpha, and the 37th anniversary of
the founding of Alpha’ Sigma chapter of University of California will
be held at the San Jose Country
Club.
National President Andrew H.
Knight and other_fational and district officers of PICA will be present. Dr. T. W. MacQuarrie, Dean
of Men Paul M. Pitman, and Dr.
Boris Gregory of San Jose State
will attend the banquet. Coach
Lynn Waldorf of University of
California, a 11KA alumnus, will
be one of the featured speakers.
oun ad
SO
928
Sigma Gamma Omega was
founded in December of 1928 by
seven San Jose State college students. The purpqse was to "inculcate the ideals of scholarship, athand
social
letic achievement,
prominence, as well as provide a
home for its members to live together in a state of brotherhood."
fn April, 1930, Sigma Gamma
Omega was Officially accepted by
the wilege .administratian, thereby
becoming the first "on-camptie
social organization at any of the
California State Colleges.
A. year after the founding of.
the fraternity, Dr. Boris Gregory
was initiated. An instructor in the
French tlepartment,
.has.ser_ved for a) years as adviser
to his fraternity.
- Membership Re-activated
The ntemli-orship disbanded in
1913. In April of 1946, several
"pre-war SG( i’s" re -activated, the
Ira tern i ty.
A ehapter house wa obtained
last fall. An enormous structure.
,on the corner of S. Eighth and
Reed,’ the "White Elephant" accommodates 40 men. ’

Couple to Wed

e party

Delta Zeta pledge dance, Hotel
Mark Hopkins (9
Sigma Kappa pledge - dance.
Hotel* Casa Del Rey (9 to 1).
Theta Xi dance -party, ,Lbs Gatos
American Legion hall (9 to 1).
SATURDAY
Sigma Alpha Epsilon open house
for students, 646 S. Fifth
street (3 to 6).
SUNDAY
Gamma Phi Beta open house
for students, faculty, and pare
ents189 S. 11th street (3
to 61.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon open house
for parents and faculty, 646
S. Fifth street_J3 to 6.1.

_Wyeroll-Kettman
of Betrothal
Al InitiationRites

’1

ireji

Miss Nancy Riveroll will become ’the bride of Gerard J. Kett man, it was revealed recently at
f. t/elta sigma,
l iation rites o._
ternal- affiliation of the future
bridegroom.

ociety
MahtStran

The Sigma Kappa ’dance will
take place in the Garden room of
the Casa Del Rey hotel in Santa
Cruz with the Townsemen trio
rurnishIng The artiste
Darlene
Miss
affair.
formal
Dewey is in charge of arrangements for the dance.

AUTOMATIC
SELMERVICE
LAUNDRY

7No

Pledge officers were - elected
meetMonday night
ing of Alpha Omicron Pi sorority.
_
. New’ officers ’are: -Jackie Larsen, president; La Verne Kahn.
vice-president, Joyce Frost, secretary; Clare Silvera, treasurer;
Marion Summers, historian; Joan
Fitzgerald, song leader; Winnie
Rogers, house chairman; Arden
Samuels, yard chairman; Mary
u Bachmann, delegate at large.
and Virginia Pendell, delegate to
AWS.

Your invitation to an excellent dinner...

"Known for Good Food"
17 E. Santa Clara St.

Delta Zeta sorority will stage
its- dance-’ at --the Hotel Mark
Hopkins in San Francisco. Bobby
Anderson and his orchestra will
play for the affair.
is

in

Gifts will be presented
pledges of both sororities.

to

Miss Het t y. Brownlee
charge of arrangements.

ot-h

The bride-elect-iirth-e daughter
’ An original,peem attached to this tradifrienekboit’,Of chess.
of Mrs. Elinor Miracle Rivefoll
n. n ed the engagement of hotiss_Ruttii _ker. to Roger
I -San- Jese-and Sheldon
Strange
at the Phi Omega sorority house WedneWay evening.
eroll of Palo Alto. She is majoring in art at San Jose State colMiss Mahr is the daughter of !
lege.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Mahr of
Antioch. She is majoring in genKettman is a _social science
eral_ _elementary teacher _training
major nt SJSC and plans to enter
at State and is a member of the
SaFta Clap university’s Law
La Torre staff, CSTA, Kappa
school in the- fall. He is the son
Delta Pi, honorary education fraof Mrs. E. G. Rutherford of San
7th & Virginia
San Jose
ternity, and is pledging 5,hi
Francisco and the late Julius
Phone CYprss 2-5437
, Omega sorority.
Kettman of San Jose.
.
.
HOURS: 8 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Strange is a’ senior pharmacy
SAT: 8 A.M. to 6 P.M.
date has been set for the
major_ at the University of Caliwedding as yet.
SUN.: 10 A.M. to 3 P.M.
fornia medical center in San
SOFT WATER
SOAP FREE
Francisco. He is president of the
DRYER SERVICE s
Phi .Delta Chi. national ’p,harrnacy
fraternity, and the’ son of Mr.
Plenty of Free Parking
, and Mrs. Ian Strange of Antioch ’

Sororities to-Hold-f-Aipha0 ’neck-es-7
Neophyte Dances Elect Officers
at-the weekly
In Hotels Tonight
Sigma Kappa and Delta Gamma
sororities will present their annual pledge dances this Friday
night, Feb. 24, filom 9 to 1 o’clock.

ydoraneta

ART

Theta Xi Colony
o reseatDance

A TRADITION IN SAN JOSE,

Theta’ Xi _colony will preseht
a dance to ,he held at the American Legion hall in Los Gatos tonight, from 9 p.m.’ to 1 a.m.
Guests will include members 01
the Stanford university and University
California chapters.
the colonizing committee, and
rushee&
. .
Attire for the affair will be
’dressy sport. Refreshments will
he served.
.
Mr, Lowell k’t. Pratt, faculty adviser, will attend.

or

The betrothal of Miss Jacquelyn Safetite to John Friday was
revealed recently when the future
‘-- bridegronfirlpassed out cigars at
a party viV’en by his fraternity,
Sigma’ Pi.
Safetite
1.le. and- -Mee.
Spokare, Wash. She was graduated
from Baker. university,
Baldwin. Kan., where she was
affiliated with Zeta .Tau Alpha
sorority.
Friday, also from Spokane, is
the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Friday and is past preside-6FR
Sigma. Pi at SJSC. Majoring in
Industriat Technology, he plans
to be graduated this spring.
" The couple will marry in March.

Sketchint
Supplies
r-

Sketching Stools ------------$2.00
$.195
Skitehhig Easels
Folding:.Light-weight.

lose Paint
SanWallpaper
Co.
&

The last San Jose State college
sorority to become affiliated nationally was Kappa Kappa Gamma.

CY, 2-1447
112 SOUTH 2ND ST.
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Spartan Mitmen Tackle
Confident Gaters; Large
Crowd Expected in Bowl
By AL catosim
battle of two Pacific coast
boxing ’titans will take place tomorrow pight as San Jose State’s
go
undefeated
glovemen
will
against S. F. State’s equally unblemishgcl Gaters in San Francisco’s Coliseum Bowl. The matches will start at 9 o’clock and will
be preceded by a wrestling meet
between the two schools.
Who is to be king of the ring
in northern California will be decided at this meeting, which has
created the interest of all collegiate boxing fans. It goes almost without saying that the coliseum Bowl of 3200 capacity will
be filled to the brim.
The Staters are coached by a
peppery little redhead, Ward Carr,
who early this season made the
statement that he was more wor-

. The

Summer Courses

University of Madrid
Study and Travel
ARARE opportunity to enjoy
memorable experiences in
learning and lising! For students,
teachers, others yet to discoser fascinating, historical Spain. Courses
include Spanish language, art and
culture. Interesting recreational
program included.
For details, writ* now to

SPANISH STUDENT TOURS
500 Fifth Are., New York IS, N.Y.

EXPERIENCED
AUTOMOBILES!
Compare These Prices
With Any In Town
’36
’36
35
’37
’37
46

DODGE Sedan
95.00
FORD Sedan
95.00
OLDS Coupe
110.00
PONTIAC Coupe 195.00
FORD Club Cony. 295.00
CHEV. Aero Sed. 1195.00

8.Cctoked
WILLYS
38 S. 4th

CY 5-1105

The

ried about other teams than _Ae
Spartan boxers.
The resident
leather throwers will carry a
seven game winning streak into
the fray. Included among the
Cater victims are Cal Poly, Cal
Aggies, Stanford, So. Oregon, College of Idaho, Nevada and Chico
State.
The Spartan’s record so far this
season needs no blood plasma, for
Coach Dee Portal’s men have
walked over all opposition. San
Jose has tumbled SFCC, Cal Poly,
Moffett Field, Camp Stoneman,
Compton, Camp Pendleton, Fairfield-Suisun Air Base, Yuba JC
and El Toro Marines, for a total
of nine straight triumphs.
The Spartans were yictorious
over the Caters last year by an
11-1 count.
Although Carr’s crew will consist mainly of sophomores, they
have some extremely capable men,
especially Jim Hughes, 155-pound
team captain who has registered
six knockouts in winning seven
bouts this season. Fuzzy Freschet,
175, Ted Abbott, 145,, and John
Fisher, 125, comprise the nucleus
of the team.
The Spartan varsity, which took
a couple of early season blows as
far as personnel was concerned,
will be at its peak strength for
the clash, especially since 135-

Baseballers Open
Season Toitiortow
San’ Jose State college’s baseball team will get an early unveiling this season when they
clash with a team of professional
and semi-pro baseball players tomorrow afternoon at 2 o’clock in
the Municipal stadium.
This contest will only be cogsidered a practice tilt by Coach
Walt Williams, the regular season
not starting until Mar. 4 at Stanford.
Williams expects to use two
complete teams, the starting unit
consisting of Pete Mesa, pitcher;
!Dave McCarty, catcher; Mel Stein,
lb; Tom Okagaki, 2b; Will Concklin, 3b; Don Lopes, ss; Stan Peterson; If; Earl Wright, cf; and
j Frederick, rf.

HUMIDOR

Barber Shop & Smoke Shop

HAIRCUTS 1.00
HUMIDOR
BARBER SHOP
339 South First Stripe

(Across the street from Sars)

Pipes
Magazines
AITobacco
319

South First Street
-

After
the tame...
.

. DON’T BE LEFT OUT
OF THE FUN

Join your friends for an evening of real enjoymentt.

Special
SJS vs. USF
(over television)
9:00 Sat., Feb. 25

189 South First
- OR -

The Cinebar
69 E. San Fernando

Ratliff rettnattito the.
squad and Mac Martinez, 125, and
Al Tafoya, 130, have responded to
Martinez was an
conditioning.
NCAA finalist last year.
Following is the card which is
tentative as far as San Jose is
concerned, pending two challen4e
bouts:
125, Mike Rivera (SJ) vs.
Tony Jeong (SF); 125, Mac
Martinez (SJ) vs. John Fisher
(SF); 130, Al Tafoya (SJ) vs.
Len Garcia (SF); 135, Ted
Ratliff (SJ) vs. Dave Cricks
(SF); 145, Johnny Johnson (NJ)
vs. Ted Abbott (SF); 155, Jim
Nutt (SJ) vs. Jim Hughes (SF);
155, Stan Mardi (SJ) vs. Steve
Wood (SF); 165, Raul Diez (SJ)
vs. Bill Goodwin (SF); 175, Don
Schaeffer (SJ) vs. Fuzzy Freschet (SF); Heav., Jack Scheberies (SJ) vs. Herb Brown
(SF).

pound Ted

Spartans - Mustangs
Saturday’s Lineups
SPARTANS
Bob Crowe (5-10)
Don MeCaslin (6-4) or
Dean Giles (8-4)
Stu Inman (6-3) or
George Clark (6-6)
Bob ruen4hott-0-1)IT Chuck CrampUon (8-3)
6
7
8
12
16

F

13

Bob Tomlinson (6-4)

12

Doug Strathearn (6-5)
Hank Morosld (5-10)
Tony Vazquez (5-10)

14
7
15

Plungers Seek lin Over SC Tonight
Sharpening their swimming wits
for tonight are the San Jose’ State
college swimmers who will seek
their second seasonal victory over
the Santa Clara plungers in the
Spartan pool at 8 o’clock.
Parading their talents before
the Broncos last Friday afternoon,
the local water gliders sank their
neighborhood foes, 44-31.
Coach Charlie Walker has been
sending his swimmers through a
week of intensive workouts in
preparation for the aquatic battle.
Ready to take the point getting
plunge for the hometowners will
be George Haines, Pat McConnell,
Terry Bowman, Bob Hamilton,
Dick Lebedeff, Ray Bryant, Tom

Nilson ,Cliff Feak, George Sheets,
Bill May, and Jack Stone.
The Santa Clara swim specialists hope to avenge the previous
weekend dumping with Jerry Tinling leading the group. Tinling
was the standout for the Bronco
paddlers as he captured the 220
and 440 free style events.

Joseans Match Baskets
With COP at Stockton
With win number 18 a possibility, San Jose State’s reputable
cagers play ball with their rivals from another valley, College of
Pacific, on the Stockton campus tonight at eight o’clock.
The Spartans, still very much in the running for an NAIB tournament position in Kansas City, need to win the remainder of their
games in order to be California’s
leading contender for the nomiIS IT HOT
nation.
The Tigers, under the coaching
of Chris Kjeldsen, have had an
unproductive season, but at times
the river five has surged to some
good victories, and at other times
they have been practically annihilated. COP’s season record stands
at seven wins and 13 setbacks.
Only two games remain on the
ttengals slate,
both of them
against their rival from the Prune
valley, San Jose State.
Coach Walt McPherson expects the Tigers to use a zone
defense and therefore Bobby
Crowe, who never has been
known as a set shot man, will
not be used as much as might
have been expected.
Don McCaslin, who after racking up 368 points last year, has
not conic through to date with
many on set shots. He will see
considerable action at forward, although he has been used sparingly of late. He missed three games
last week because of a sore heel.
Stu Inman, current leader of
the CCAA scoring race, will start
at one forward along with Dean
Giles, San Jose’s most improved
player.
George Clark, first year man,
who plays in a,.class with the seasoned, will get the call at center
and draw the chore of guarding
Howard Pearee_COP’s 6 it, 6 in.
center. Pearce tossed in 24 points
in the Cow Palace the past" weekend as St. Mary’s bowed to the
Tigers.
Bob Wuesthoff, who was elected’co-captain for tlir-Season along
with Inman,teams up with Chuck
Crampton, saft spoken junior who
has done a great job for the Jo scans, at guard.
COP has had rough going all
the way through. They have been
plastered, but good, by Stanford
(49-75), California (49-68), Stewart Chevrolet (32-74) and Sacramento State (48-73). However,
the Bengals did beat Sacramento
State once and gave the Stewarts
a run for their money, 54-59 in
Stockton.
Kjeldson lost Bill Wirt, much
sought after forward early in the
season because of a broken leg.
The Spartans have a, record of
17 and 7, a much more elaborate
record than that of the Tigers,
but it is big game time, and it’s
basketball.
For COP -WM- probably he Phil
Ortez (6 ft., 3 in.) and Hank
Pfister (5 ft., 10 in.) at forwards;
Pearce at center; Jim Denton
(6 ft., 3 in.) and Jim Enos (6 ft.)
at guards.

MUSTANGS
Bob Coghlan (5-8)

OR IS YOUR CAR BATTERY
ON ITS LAST LEGS?
REBUILT

V
I’
1

1
II

Exchng

New Batteries 7.95

AMUSEMENT

RPNTALS

Argee Baftery Co.
466 So. Market

CY 3-4583

tI

at the Home of

*Wm Bowlers
-Mein’s and Women’s P.E.
classes held here.

Fred "Duffy" Paiva, Mgr.
We feature full lino of
Bowling Ball Bags and Shoes

12 Lanes
FOUNTAIN & LUNCH
Open from 10 A.M.

Exchange
RE,PAIRING
RECHARGING

a

BOWL FOR . . .

4.95

Batteries

e:
S

JOSE BOWL
172 W. Santa Clara CY 3-9727

Now you can afford it

Suede
Jackets . $1295
With Quilt Lining ... Size 34 up.

ECONOMY SURPLUS STORE
57 S. MARKET STREET Across from

Telephone Co.

Yes, We’ve Cut Meat Prices 40e/(
Eastern PORK
.

.

.

by the half

lb.

plus Sc lb. processing

Grade A BEEF
by the half

lb.

plus Sc lb. processing

WESTERN COLD STORAGE CO.
40 No. Fourth

CY 2-8992

m-A11111

IAr

Portal’s Men Grab Mustang- Quint Invades WA-A-Teams
Travel to Mills
Ninth Win, Scuttle
Marine Boxers, 8-0 SJSC Tomorrow Nigh
By AL GROSSI
What was probably the most
exciting bout of the year highlighted a. boxing card which saw
the-San Jose boxing team maintain its undefeat,ed stattssimit
resounding 8-0 defeat of the El
Toro Marines last night before
a capacity house in Spartan gym.
A -challenge-match between San
Jose’s two top 165-pounders, Raul
Diez and Pete Franusich kept the
crowd on its feet every minute
as Diez went on to decision Franasich in a torrid encounter. Both
men stood toe to td and- battled
every inch of the way before Dies
finally won out in the final canto.
Serving as an anti-climax to an
exciting evening, heavyweight Jack
Scheberies of San Jose knocked
out George Woods of the Marines
with a left hook to the body.
Woods holds the 11th’ Naval District title.
In another challenge scuffle
175-pound Don Schaeffer decision-ed Jack Nelson, using superior experience to gain the nod.
Mac Martinez and Keith Bayne,
125-pounders, turned in fine performances in winning two blistering decisions TrOnl Johnnie Malloy
and Lee Tanner respectively.
The results were as follows: 120,
Ernie Paramo ( SJ) dec. Art
Chaves; 125, Keith Bayne (SJ)
dec. Lee Tanner; 125, Mac Martinez (SJ) dec. Johnnie Malloy;

San Jose State college rounds conference guard. His speed and
ottt the week-end of CCAA con- agility, combined with his flashy
ference play tomorrow, night as ball handling and dribbling ability,
they take the court at 8:15 against have made him one of the most
the, invading Mustangs from Cal respected, conference players..
Poly.
Aiding Moroski in his, )ardin
The Mustattga a’re the present chores will be Tony Vazquez, a forcellar-dwellers of the conference mer junior college star who spewhile the- Spartans are pressing cializes in set shots. The shortest
the league leading Pepperdine player on the starting five is ForWaves.
, ball
ward-Bob-Cogislan,s5 it, 8
Lacking the height needed in. hawking hustler that seems to be
the basketball games of today, the all over the court at the same
Mustang" make up for it with time. The under the bucket work
speed-and-an-extra-advantagestwo and tip-in chores fall to the other
of-the top scorers in the CAA. forward, Bob Tomilson.
Scoring threats, Henry "Hank"
In their earlier meeting this seaMoroski, high scoring guard, and son the Mustangs pressed the
lanky Ding Strathearn have been Spartans into a tight 67-61 decithe mainstays.. of the southern sion. Between Strathearn, who
squad.
scored 14 points in the first half
Strathearn is third in CCAA1 of that game, and Moroski, who
scoring while Moroski-is-slsooting I did a good job guarding Stu Infor his fourth straight year as all- wan, the two gave, the, staters a
scare-Tne-game wasn’t decided
the final minutes.
135, Don Camp (SJ) tko’d Kenny
Spartans still have a
The
Winter, 1; 145, Jim McDonald
(SJ) dec. Ray Copeland; 145, Jim chance for conference honors if
Nutt (SJ) dee. Roy Shelton; 165, the remainder of the season, four
Joe- DeSoto (SJ) tko’d Tommy CCAA.games, winds up in the win
Curran, 3; _165, Raul Dies (SJ) column and if Pepperdine suffers
dec. Pete Franusich (SJ); 175, one more defeat.
Don Schaeffer (5.1) dec. Jack
Though not in top physical conNelson (SJ I; Heav. Jack Sche- dition, the Spartan quintet has no
beries (SJ) kayo’d George Woods. serious injuries plaguing them.
The Spartans will be in pursuit Stu Inman still has a "tender"
of their tenth win in a row to- ankle, injured in the final minute
morrow night when they engage of play in the Pepperdine game;
S. F. State in the Coliseum Bowl. Center George Clark still has a

SAN JOSE
DRIMIN THEATRE

WAA basketball teams, Gold
Nuggets, Gumperteers, and Sizzling Six, will travel to Mills college
Friday and Satircioy
in Oakland tomorrow to represent
San Jose State college ma’ basketClark Gable
Hoely [-smart
ball playday, Gen Villasenor, State
WAA basketball manager, announced yesterday.
Captain for the Gold Nuggets is
ALSO
Dora
ill, Mary White for -the-GumperteerFS.and Nancy Newport
-for the Sizzling Six, according td
Bill Best)
Robert’Vitchum
Miss Villasenor.
The playday is the second in the
season, the first played here wiTK. ‘1.
visiting Stanford university.

"BOOM TOWN"

"False Colors"

sore foot muscle problem while
McCaslin has heel troub)es, Short
on dependable reserves. the’ San
Jose quintet still has -,to, play an
iron man type of game with limited substitution.
During the, past week San Jose
Stater Inman has moved to the
t-la .f filo ("CAA scoring _ladder.
with -109 points,._ Squad members
have also elected Inniansand- Bali.
Wuesthoff co-captains for the cage I
season.

Wanda Hendrix

Tyrone Power

"Prince of Foxes"
PLUS -Trudy Marshall

Donald Woods

"Barbary Pirate"
Show Starts
GISH

The first United States Lawn
Tennis tournament was held in
1881.

At

Dusk

ROAD

Golfers
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR LOW
PRICE RATES

Grapplers Face UCLA and SF State Tomorrow Ni lit
Tomorrow evening, Coach Ted quite irritated by Hunt’s action 165-1b. Dick Campbell; 175-1b. Lee
Mumby unties two packages, each I and will be out to prove which is Jordan and Lou Menghini; and
containing members of the San the superior force, on the Sa
eight Phil Bray.’
he
Jose State college wrestling squad’ bath eve
San
gift
package
for
the
The
who will come up against the San
Francisco State college and Uni- Francisco team from the Joseans
versity of California at Los An- will contain 121-1b. Billy Rotbwell
and Ken Toyota; 128-1b. Don Sugeles teams.
Brake work done at a
136-1b. Bob Hall and
One section of the Garden City zukawa;
price you can afford.
lads journeys to San Francisco Dwayne Armstrong; 145-1b. John
against the Golden Gaters in the Jagger; 155-1b. Ralph Morocco;
Coliseum Bowl at 7 p.m. The oth- 165-1b. Larry Cunningham; 175er half of Mumby’s bruisers re- lb. Lou Menghini; and heavy;
PICK-UP AND DELIVERY
mains in Spartanville to welcome weight Neil Thoman.
Awaiting
(he
vis4
arrival
the
of
the UCLA Bruins on the mat, during the half time- period and after hors from "down -under" wilt be
-the basketball game in the Men’s pavilion performers 121-1b. Joe
BRAKE SHOP
Killeen; 128-lb. Ben Ichikawa;
gym.
Carlos
CY 3-9843
270
W.
San
136-1b.
Bill
Wardrup;
145-1b.
Ray
Invading the Rig belt area under the.Spartan banner will be a Bunnell; 155-1b. Frank Waxham
contingent of San Joseans under
the guidance of John Jackson. The
travelers will’ seek a repeat perBe The Picture Of COMFORT In Your
formance over the Buchanan Hayes street collegians, which the
local matsters took by a 29-3 count
in a previous meet.
From the southland, the Bruins
will be testing their vaunted ‘grip
power against the Washington
Square players, directed by Smilin’
Ted.
The Westwood grippers from
LA claim a false victory over San
Jose in 1949 competition. What
actually happened, was clarified
by the Spartan poss. yesterday.
Last year, while his pride and joys,
were in the "tar pit" country,
Mumby was seeking some
tice sessions for his _yotiogun’s.
Briggs Hunt UCLA’s wrestling
brain, agreed to let the Spartans
work’ out with the Bruin squad.
Hunt, from some form of calcula
tion process, decided to claim a
vist-osy oVer the Gold-andmatmeh by a phenomenal 26-6
total. That’s how the score got
Into the -NCAA note books.
.
However, the Spartans were

Sunday and Monday

Monthly Cards for Only

$4.00
with ASB Cards
Saturday and Sunday not included

We STOP San Jose

Here is an offer you can’t pass up ...
COME OUT TODAY!!

TRY US!

HILLVIEW

FREEMAN’S

GOLF COURSE
TULLY ROAD

CY 5-8550

Arrow "Crabanaro’

Arrow "Gabanaro"

ANDREE’S
Drive-In Restaurant
(Across From Civic Auditorium)
SAN CARLOS and ALMADEN STS.
Breakfast Lunch Dinner
Try Our Famous
Bar-B-Cued Spam Ribs
85
with Special Sauce
Homo-Mad. Chili with
Fresh Ground Beef
French Fried
Prawns
ANDREE’S SPECIAL
Home-Made Apple Dumpling
with hot rum Sauce .........

30e
850
250
25*

Dp Dish Pies
Open Every Day, 7:30 a.m. ’till I a.m.
Fri.-Set. fill 3 a.m.--Car Service

COME HERE FOR THE

An

The finest GABARDINE
sports shirt value a man
could ask for!
Completely WASHABLE!

fine quality gabardine.

A smooth, rugged, washable gabardine sports shirt
in solid maroon, navy blue, forest green, fireman
red and other colo-s that’s "Gabanaro".
Good looking and long wearing, "Gabanaro" is
an Arrow sports shirt you’ll be proud to own. See
your Arrow dealer today!
55.95

RROWSHIRTS &
UNDERWEAR

HANDKNICHIIFS

Arrow sports shirt of

TIES

$5.95

Just received a shipment of Arrow’s handsoms
"Gabanaro" sports shirts of luxurious, washable,
gaberdine.
"Gabanaro" is tailored with Arrow’s traditional
}kill and will stand up to long, hard wear. Come
in now for the best selection.

JS11J illiams
227 -

- South First St.

SPORTS SHIRTS

FOR ARROW

UNIVERSITY STYLES

I Inter-Varsity

Classified Advertising
’FOR SALE
White 10(1 per cent wool block
sweater, light tan, water-windproof Jacket, high grade material,
small medium. Price is $4 apiece.
Winfield Neff, 452 S. Ninth street,
call C’Y 2-1717.

boys. Eleven meals weekly, also
board only. Mrs. Ruby Ahern, 380
S, Ninth street, CY 3-9942.

Music Department Defends
Program Gives Band’s Efforts at Cow Palace
Movies, Turkey

Yesterday’s Thrust and Parry column protesting the "blasting
Vacancy for one man to sharenotes of music" (rem the band section at the USF-SJ basketball
room in home with another stuA guest speaker, two techni- game brough fire to the eyes of the Music department and students
dent. $15. 360 S. Ninth street.
color movies and "farm-fed" tur- concerned. Mr. Frederic W. Boots,
Girls, room and board, close to key are promised to members of
director of the band, would not
the San Jose State college Inter- comment upon the article. He
1939 Model A Roadster. $60. college. 106 N. Fifth street.
rear.
in
house
street,
V
Fifth
arsi
S.
ty Christian Fellowship feels that the audience In atten364
Sunny front room, nice sur1911.18. loot _Coy., roundings. Cooking -andlaundry- group_when they attend an Inter- dance, and the radio list4-tierth
Complete butane privileges.
e red Wagon.
girl.
CY national Student’s banquet at answer fully the charges.
Refined
San Jose State college’s enginStanford
tomorrow
equipment and. awning. $400. 170 A-144.0.
Mosher, chairman of the
eering society .will_ hold _itfi_4inuwtJ_
night.
Spartan City Trailer court. Terms.
rally committee, however, comtwo vacancies fia college girls
The Rev. William Antablin will mented in full on the charges dinner and dance Mar& 2 at the
Pair of Northland Skis with at 398 S. 12th
street. Piped_heat speak. The two_ movies are en- -brought-by-ASB’s 3443, 4306, 4276, Club Venice in the _Burbank , dis_adjustable steel-Clamps- and steel and kitchen privileges. Attractive
trict, George Cashman, publicity,
edges. Used six times. Serum, at. housekeeping room for married titled "Sermon from Science." and 7983 of "blasting notes" from
chairman, said yesterday.
The
farm-fed
turkey
will
be
served
"unorganized
Musicians".
Gatos.
2. Box 172-B, Los
couple, or two girls.. Private en- in the Stanford dining hall.
Mosher said, "The band was
Tickets are available in the enGood trance. 9 E. Jackson street, call
Plymouth coupe 1934.
In attendance will be members directly under the direction of gineering office. A $3 pasteboard
body, needs motor work. $50. Bill CY 4-88IX
and students of :nter-Varsity Mr, Boots. It was a hand.plcked -onti.tics the _purchasing couple.-.1o__
Galli. 426 S. Seventh street.
Rooth- fitid -heard, 10 meals chapters from the ,University of
30-plece band, consisting of the a chicken dinner, while a steak
1929. Model A. New transmis- weekly. $50 a month. Also kitchCalifornia, Stiti-gfir uhiversity, best band members in the Music’ feed is to be had for $4. Cashman
sion and differential. See Mr. en privileges. 60112 S. Ninth
San Francisco State college, San department. From all reports, said that the supply of tickets was
Smith, S-18, evenings -call CY street.
Jose State college, and San Fran- from not only the radio audi- limited, and urged members wish2-2758.
i
as
Three room, 27 foot, Trager, dim City college. Tickets are’ ence, but the majority of peoinogtoapottesnsdiblteo purchase them
1939 Ford Sedan. Original own- comfoletely-furnished, $257 See at priced at $2. each. Internationali . pie In the Cow Palace, San
,,on as
er drops price. Make offer. 1700 N. First ’street and Bayshore students from San
Joie ate in. ,Jose’s -band sounded better and
Santa Barbara street, off Meriden, highway, space 7. or owner at 462 vited as guests of
the campus more like a band than itISF’s."
road. Call CY 2-4683.
E .Taylor street.
Mosher commented further upon I
CCF organization.
cry of "motley’ clad individuals
Salt-boat. Eastern Star class.
representing our
school".
He
Fully equipped plus trailer, 4250.
’stated that "it is not the policy
423 S. 12thafreef.-------7----of ,-ther-setionttlitit Mc nand’ wears
’FOR RENT
the uniforms unless the whole
Room tor girl, kitchen priviBlue Key: Executives meet at ’ English offioe by Friday, March 3. band, which numbers over 100, is
leges. private bath, and linens fur- 4 p.m. today in Student Union.
Lutheran Students association: out for an event. If they were to
nished. 598 S. 15th street.
Spartan ’Chi: Invites all students Meet for dinner at 5:30 o’clock wear the uniforms, it would apRIM in and hoard for college to attend a social evening of Sunday evening at the Grace pear that the band. was much
DUTCH COOKERY
dancing and entertainment from Lutheran church, Second and Jul- smaller than it actually is, and
.
8 to 12 o’clock tonight in Student ian streets.
would not be a true representaREFOESHMENTS
Union.’
Seekers: Hear Mr. J. Lincoln tion of Our band."
The bus which transported the
Student- "V": Snow retreat de- Blake discuss "What It Means To
FUN
Be a Christian Layman" at the band members to the game left
posit must be paid by today.
Students: Pratt hall will hold First Methodist ’church, Sunday. San Jose at 6 p.m., according to
OTIS A. ZORN, Prop.
open house Sunday, front 2 to 5 Also check bulletin board for Mosher, and many of the members
had just come from classes and
Asilomar trip information.
o’clock.
San Jose-Los Gatos Highway 17
Social Science Students: Majors were not able to eat dinner. These
Tri Beta: -Check bulletin board
at Union Ave.
Every Friday
in Science building for banquet- and minors planning to teach mernbtiri receive no pay for their
spring quarter are asked to con- efforts, but each bandsman is oblidate change.
and Saturday
PHONE CAMPBELL 2238
English majors: - Comprehensive tact Dr. George Bruntz in Room gated to attend three hours of
10
2
band drill per week and all home
examinations will be given Mon- 14 soon as possible.
Alpha Eta Sigma: Meet at 7:30 football games, plus one or more
7, and. Thursday,
March
day,
No Cover Charge
March 9. from 2:30 to 5 p.m. -each p.m. Tuesday, Feb. 28,in Room out -Of-town games, rallies ’and
El Camino
other college functions.
Student---must sign up in 129 for La Torre group picture.
Palo Alto

Engineering Uub

Have A Real
Party at

,-Amionneements

Cambrian
Bavarian Gardens

1401161311,kti
DANCING

SKATES

SHOES
- ACCESSORIES
Skating Sessions Nitely From 8 P.M.
PHONE CY 2-3292
For Party Reservations

ALUM ROCK
FAIRWAYS
Golf Driving Range

1066 THE ALAMEDA

Chalet Caie

37 WEST SAN CARLOS

NEWALL

Open 8:30 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Daily

NEW

SMORGASBORD LUNCHEONS
75

ARTHUR BROOKS, Pro,

You ho1p yourself to as much as you want from dozens of salads
and relishes. Then comes the hot entree, dessert and drink.

2215 ALUM ROCK ROAD
CYpress 3-9876

SMORGASBORD DINNERS $1.00
Complete with soup, entree, dessert and drink.

PIZZERIA N I POLITAN-0
Sp_aghetti

Dinners \\ 85c and up.

and

Pizza

to I A.M.
Closed on
Monday

Also
Pizza prepared
to take out.

FINE ITALIAN FOODS
292 SOUTH MARKET

After The Game
-Join Your-Friends
For
.65
Jumbo Shrimp
.50
Corned Beef Dolmas
Chil i with Crackers
Beef bur-ger with French Fries ’
(Fix them how you like thorn)

"OUR SPECIALTY"
French Dipped Sandwiches
Cheese
Tuna
Patio Special
Milk Shakes
.15 &
Sundaes

First

and

Alma Sts.
AL.KEARNEY

rekehlion
krw0OirwCievoCrOCO:CCO:1:01001:100pCe..41:02000CC001=

AND

ALL THE SPAGHETTI
YOU CAN EAT

65c

PLUS
.30
.40
.45
.25
.25

BOXED ORMS_TO TAKE OUT

Rib Steak, French Fried Poteioes, Salad and Vegetable
$1.00
Abalone Steak, French Fried Potatoes, Salad and Vegetable
$1.10,
Cold Plate Salami, Liverwurst, Hard Boiled Eggs, Cheese, Relishes.
and Choice of Salad (Tuna,’’Tomato, Potato or Saiad of the Day) $ .7$

All

Drop in for a Snack

PATIO DRIVE INN
Open 5:00 to 12:00
CORNER OF W. SAN CARLOS
AND LOS GATOS HIGHWAY

1018

T"IliCHELL’S

W. SAN CARLOS

CY 4-7851

